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LISTMAKERS! PONTIFICATORS! GET DOWN WITH YOUR INNER LESTER BANGS!

top ten transbaynian moments of 2007
You Remember Them. And against all
better judgement, the Transbay will print
them. All readers, even, or especially, sourfaced skimmers and insulated, we mean
focused, consumers of Bay Area creative
new music, are invited to submit a list of Top
Ten Transbaynian Moments of 2007.
Unlike other publications who publish this
information in the final month of the year
under review, when there may be perfectly
awesome moments about to occur, maybe,
maybe not, you can’t know, wait for it, for

fuck’s sake, the Transbay encourages you
to patronize live music events up until the
deadline of 11:59:59pm on December 31,
2007, then make a thoughtful determination
of ten musical things that made 2007 super
special from your, um, perspective.
Submissions must be received no later
than January 10, 2008 for inclusion in the
Transbay. Lists, which may be as brief as the
one included on a pedestrian trip to the auto
part store or as detailed as the one brought
along to share with the therapist, should be
emailed to ear@zoka.com.

THE VALUABLE THREAD CONTINUES

more keith rowe: the artistic fact
In November 1991, Keith Rowe (English free
improvisation guitarist and painter, founding
member of AMM, and member of Amalgam,
Scratch Orchestra, People’s Liberation Music)
recorded his responses to nine questions posed by
Gino Robair. The recording was transcribed by
Tom Duff and is presented in excerpted form here.

What have been some of your
motivations and concerns
when you play?
I think all those concerns I mentioned
still remain surprisingly alive within me.
I also have been influenced very much by
Henry Purcell, the 17th century English
composer. The Chaconne in G minor for
instance would be one of my favorite
pieces of music. Also the way Mahler very
much integrates the music and the line of
development has been heavily influential for
me -- that seamlessness. But also, I would
track for me a history which goes something
like: Charles Ives, Luigi Russolo with the
noise machines, Duchamp, Varese with
his searching for an instrument, through
to Cowell, Cage, Tudor and Wolff. I guess
there’s lots of Americans there, aren’t there?

Which I guess brings me to the question of:

Where do you see yourself in the
evolution of prepared and table-top
guitar playing?
Hmmm. It’s a hard one, that. I honestly
don’t think I saw any experimental, or
experimenting, guitar playing before I did
it. Yet on the other hand, I can’t think why
I started -- I just did it. As I said, I went
to a very provincial English art school.
At art school, I would listen to Ornette
Coleman and be very excited by that kind
of angularness -- it seemed to make sense
to me, though I couldn’t quite explain it.
There was something about that freedom
and the freedom that I saw in American
painters like Jackson Pollock. I knew these
other ideas, the plastic art ideas of Duchamp
and Picasso, Georges Braque, and it seemed
fairly logical to view the guitar as something
very open, something which could be
endlessly deconstructed -- to look at it
like an open canvas rather than something
which had been half-completed or totally
completed. There was something about
it which excited me in terms of playing
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with it, and playing around with it. If one
has that idea of traditions and solutions
not being sacrosanct then it’s not actually
hard to revise the guitar. If you see it as a
sacred object, and fixed, then that would
be difficult. I cannot recall seeing a guitar
player, before me, put preparations into the
guitar. I might have seen pictures of the
Henry Cowell/Cage kind of experiments,
but I’m not conscious of that. I know that
I’d started using preparations in a small way
before I met Cardew. It’s important to say
there that Cornelius was also a guitar player.
I’d seen a photograph of him sitting with a
guitar, rather like a cello between his legs, so
the guitar was on the floor, so the keys were
near his knees and he was playing the guitar
by plucking the strings and altering the pitch
with the tuning keys. During that period -1964/65 -- when I first began to learn about
modern music and the kinds of things that
Lamont Young, Christian Wolff and Cardew
were doing -- the kinds of abuses we could
take -- that really did open doors for me. I
knew Derek Bailey, of course, at that point.
But he wasn’t experimenting with either
table-tops or preparations. He was very
continued on Page 4
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Sat 12/1 3pm & 5pm free • Berkeley Piano Club
An Afternoon of Chamber Music
With the Quartet San Francisco, San Francisco
Guitar Quartet, Sqwonk, Afiara String Quartet,
ChamberBridge, sfSound, martha & monica, and
Classical Revolution

Sat 12/1 8pm $16 adv / 18 • Noe Valley Ministry
Noe Valley Music Series
Rova Saxophone Quartet performing works from
their newly released “Juke Box Suite” on Not Two
Records. Jon Raskin, Larry Ochs, Steve Adams,
Bruce Ackley
Sun 12/2 7:30pm $10 / 8 • Musicians Union Hall
Outsound Presents...The SIMM Series
Double Piano CD Release with Scott R. Looney
- Repercussions performing solo piano and
hyperpiano (using semi-prepared elements/
techniques) and Jess Rowland - Shape of
Poison, for solo piano performance and
electronics

Sun 12/2 8pm $6-10 • 1510 8th St Perf Space
Evander Music Presents at 1510
Erica Eller - Phillip Greenlief - Kjell Nordeson Trio
and the Cory Wright Ensemble

Thu 12/6 8:30pm $6-10 • 21 Grand
New York’s Stay F*cked, Devin Hoff Platform,
and the trio of Kyle Bruckmann, Moe! Staiano
and Weasel Walter.

Tue 12/4 8pm $7-12 • Climate Theater
Smith Dobson V and Ted Brinkley and Neptune’s
Rogue Apothecary

Sat 12/8 8:30pm $7-10 • 21 Grand
Kihnoua with special guests Zeena Parkins,
Carla Kihlstedt and William Winant
Personnel: Larry Ochs - saxophones, Dohee
Lee - voice, Scott Amendola – percussion and
electronics, Zeena Parkins: el. harp, William
Winant – percussion, Carla Kihlstedt: violin, etc.

Tue 12/4 8pm • Temescal Arts Center
First Tuesdays at Temescal
Theatre of Yugen members Libby Zilber and
Lluis Valls dance with trio of Suki O’Kane,
Jonathan Segel and Edward Schocker in “Jo-noGlassware”; others TBA
Thu 12/6 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
Tony Dryer - double bass and Stefanie Ku laptop/projection; Biggie Vinkeloe-saxophones
(SWD) with Donald Robinson-drums

Sun 12/9 7:30pm $10 / 8 • Musicians Union Hall
Outsound Presents...The SIMM Series
dud: with Mark Briggs - guitar, voice, Shawn King
- percussion, voice, Melissa Rae - clarinet, voice,
Herb Heinz - guitar, electronics, voice, Richard
Smith - electronic drums, voice, Tim Thompson programming, visuals’, Tim Walters - electronics,
bass, voice, Franz Keller – visuals, Claudine
Naganuma – movement, Craig Latta - things
Sun 12/9 9pm $10 • 1510 8th St Perf Space
Improvised music + food
set 1 with Katsura Yamauchi (Japan) - sopranino,
alto saxophones, Damon Smith - 7 string ergo
bass, lloopp, Gino Robair - energized surfaces,
voltage made audible
set 2 with Gratkowski/Looney/Smith/Nordeson
Tue 12/11 8pm $7-12 • Climate Theater
Philip Gelb and Kyle Bruckmann Duo; and
Thollem McDonas and Karen Stackpole Duo
Tue 12/11 8pm • 21 Grand
Eugene Chadbourne (vocals, guitar, banjo) and
Tim Perkis (electronics).
Wed 12/12 8pm $10 / 5 • Meridian Gallery
Meridian Music
Composers in Performance presents Eric Glick
Rieman, prepared electric piano.
Wed 12/12 8pm $10 • 21 Grand
Evander Music Presents
FPR Trio: Frank Gratkowski, Phillip Greenlief,
Jon Raskin - saxophones; Katsura Yamauchi
solo saxophone; Frank Gratkowksi - Tim Perkis
- Damon Smith - Gerome Breyerton

out now: Weasel Walter “Firestorm” CD

74 minutes of ful-bore free jazz featuring Marshall Allen, Marco Eneidi, Marc Edwards, Lisle Ellis, Damon Smith, Elliott Levin and Mario Rechtern. Total energy!
also available:

Gebbia/Smith/Walter - Lichens CD-R,
Healing Force: The Songs of Albert Ayler
(feat. Henry Kaiser a.o)
and other Weasel Walter related Projects.

The Flying Luttenbachers
“Incarceration by Abstraction” CD
complex, dissonant, modern rock composition
this is the music they call “brutal prog”

http://nowave.pair.com/ugexplode

Thu 12/13 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
MaryClare Brzytwa, Travis Johns, Phillip
Greenlief Trio (Sax, electronics, guitar, flute);
Bloom: Steven Baker (Laosian mouth harp) Rent
Romus & Thollem Mcdonas
Thu 12/13 8:30pm • The Toad in the Hole Pub
Two sets with Phillip Greenlief, saxophones,
Jerome Bryerton (Chicago), percussion; Damon
Smith, contrabass; Kristian Aspelin, guitar
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Fri 12/14 8pm $10 • 1510 8th St Perf Space
Improvised music + food
Set 1 with Jerome Bryerton/ William Winant
percussion duo; Set 2 with Tom Djll – trumpet,
Biggi Vinkeloe - alto saxophone, flute, Damon
Smith - double bass, Jerome Bryerton Percussion

Sat 12/15 9pm $6-10 • 21 Grand
Rock Lotto Benefit for 21 Grand
Curated by Moe! Staiano, featuring over 20
musicians including: Matt Davignon, Tom Duff,
Thomas Scandura, Bob Marsh, Dominique
Leone, Alicia Byer, Bill Wolter, and Allen
Whitman.
Sun 12/16 9pm $6-10 • Hemlock Tavern
Reptet, Weasel Walter Quartet, Biggi Vinkeloe
Trio
Tue 12/18 8pm $7-12 • Climate Theater
Pink Canoes and Rutro and the Logs w/ Liz
Allbee, Mark Gergis Matt Ingalls Rose Meyers
and Jake Rodriguez

Thu 12/20 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
James Goode - solo electro-acoustic and TBD
Thu 12/20 8pm $6-10 • 21 Grand
Improvised Music to New Film/Video
duo B. performs live to Mark Wilson’s
experimental short film “Postmark Tokyo” (Lisa
Mezzacappa, acoustic bass and Jason Levis,
percussion); shudder (Kyle Bruckmann, Lance
Grabmiller, Phillip Greenlief) performs live to a
new video work by Vincent Avalos; solo guitar
set by Noah Phillips; short films by Jeff Kao with
(pre-recorded) soundtracks by Smith Dobson Jr.
and Vijay Anderson.
Sat 12/22 6pm $15/10 • Chapel of the Chimes
Winter Solstice with artists TBA
Thu 12/27 8pm $6-10 • Luggage Store Gallery
Outsound Presents New Music Series
IronSax Quartet (Sacramento) and KnudsenBenedict duo (two Bay Area improvisers trying to
play jazz-related material with no rhythm section
and no chording instrument. And one of them
thinks he’s a scat singer).

the persistent caveat
Schedules are subject to change, and
the reasons can be very interesting, and
disappointing if you learn of them too late.
Please confirm details provided in this
publication by visiting transbaycalendar.org.

ntury transgenred music and sonic art

venue information
111 Minna Gallery
111 Minna Street, San Francisco

1510 8th St Performance Space
1510 8th Street, Oakland [West Oakland BART]

21 Grand
416 25th Street, Oakland [at Broadway]
24th Street Theater Works
2405 24th Street, San Francisco [at Vermont]
5lowershop
992 Peralta Avenue, San Francisco
Anno Domini Gallery
366 S. 1st Street, San Jose
artSF
110 Capp Street, 5th Floor, San Francisco [at 16th]
Black Gate Code 500
Artists Television Access
992 Valencia, San Francisco [at 21st]
Berkeley Piano Club
2427 Haste Street, Berkeley [at Dana]
Chapel of the Chimes
4499 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland
Climate Theater
285 9th Street, San Francisco [at Folsom]
The Exploratorium
3601 Lyon Street, San Francisco
First Church of the Buzzard
2601 26th Street #150, Oakland [at Adeline]
Freight & Salvage
1111 Addison Street, Berkeley
Hemlock Tavern
1131 Polk Street, San Francisco [near Post]
Hotel Utah
500 Fourth Street @Bryant SF]
Hunter’s Point Shipyard
Innes Street Terminus, San Francisco
Jewish Community Center of the East Bay
1414 Walnut Street, Berkeley
Johansson Projects Gallery
2300 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland
The LAB
2948 16th Street, San Francisco [at Capp]

YOU NEED TO KNOW MORE
additional calendar listings at
bayimproviser.com
brutalsfx [yahooGroup]
club-sandwich [googleGroup]
fecalface.com
foopee.com/punk/the-list/
OutSound [yahooGroup]
music.mills.edu/mailman/listinfo/
newmusicevents
transbaycalendar.org
zumonline.com/shows/

Luggage Store Gallery
1007 Market Street, San Francisco [at 6th]
Mama Buzz Cafe
2318 Telegraph Avenue, Oakland [at 23rd]
Maybeck Studio
email gm@handprintseries for location
Meridian Gallery
535 Powell Street, San Francisco
Mills College Ensemble Room
5000 MacArthur Boulevard, Oakland
Musicians Union Hall
116 9th Street, San Francisco [at Mission]
Noe Valley Ministry
1021 Sanchez Street, San Francisco
ODC Dance Theatre
3153 17th Street, San Francisco [at Shotwell]
Pearl Alley Studios
120 Pearl Alley, Santa Cruz
Piedmont Piano Company
660 Third Street, San Francisco
Project Artaud Theatre
450 Florida Street, San Francisco
RX Gallery
132 Eddy Street San Francisco
Starry Plough
3101 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley [at Prince]
Temescal Arts Center
511 48th Street, Oakland [at Telegraph]
The Toad in the Hole Pub
116 5th Street, Santa Rosa
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
700 Howard Street, San Franciso [at 3rd]

continued from front page

keith rowe: the artistic fact
much working through that area of pitch -- I
think it’s an interesting point, and maybe
I’ll get on to it in a minute. But anyway,
in terms of evolution, I can’t believe that
I was the first person to do it, but I wasn’t
influenced by anyone else in that respect.

Do you feel that you’ve been
overlooked?
I don’t know how to answer that, really. It
reminds me of that story that John Cage
used to tell where, someone asked him
“Mr. Cage, do you think there’s too much
suffering in the world?” and he said “No,
just the right amount.” Maybe I’ve had
just the right amount of attention, given
who I am, what I’ve done, the times I’ve
lived in. In fact, only twenty minutes ago, I
was talking to Fred Frith on the telephone
(as you know he now [in 1991] lives in
Germany) and we were discussing this
point a little. But I don’t know -- yes, I am
overlooked. I know because a week and a
half ago I was in a cafe in Nantes (I spent
an afternoon in the Beaux Arts there and
went to the cafe afterwards) and there was a
young musician there who was questioning

me about my approach to playing and I told
him roughly what I did and he said “Ah,
yes, like Fred Frith!” I just leave it at that.
I’m certainly not going to pitch him “well
it might be the other way around”, because
it just sounds crazy -- what can you do. So,
yeah, I’m overlooked. I’m aware of it. But
that’s the way it is.
The point I’d deferred earlier was this
difference in approaches, this talk about
Derek’s playing. Probably Derek isn’t the
one who sums it up best, because I think
maybe he occupies a space in between.
Lots of players in jazz would trace their
roots back to Africa. It would be very
much an African music -- Afro-Caribbean
maybe, Afro-American certainly. For me,
in association with Cardew and Eddie
Prevost and Lou, there’s much more an
association with ideas that come from
China. In the AMM at one point, Cornelius
and I, and later Eddie, attempted to use
Chinese. We learned to speak and to
write Chinese. With the performance of
Treatise, Cardew’s graphic score we felt,
on discussion, that it was quite useful to
be able to learn a language which where

there were no phonetic indicators in the
written language. (There is a little actually.
In Chinese calligraphy, there is an element
of the character which might sometimes
give you an indication to its sound, but
generally speaking it’s not a language that
has phonetic indicators in its script.) And so
we felt it was interesting. So we all learnt to
speak and write Chinese to a very limited
extent.
You can see Confucianism coming out
in Cornelius’s work, but I think Taoism
was even more important for the AMM,
and it probably it still is. And I think it’s
the Chinese idea of time that has been a
predominant one in the AMM. Maybe that’s
why I’ve not become more well-known
-- maybe that’s the key to it. The AMM
have been very unsuccessful as well, along
side in terms of the amount of exposure
and work we get. We’ve worked for the
most part without a public in a hermetically
sealed environment, not because we wanted
to, because that’s the way it’s been. For
instance, I sit here in L’Emberes in France.
It makes almost no difference living in
L’Emberes which has, like, a couple of
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hundred people living in it, and living in
London, which has a couple of million
people living in it. I get no more gigs
here than I did there, or no less. It’s now
November 1991. My last paid gig was over
a year ago. I’ve actually done nothing for
a year, not because I’ve not wanted to, not
because I’ve turned down any offers, just
the phone doesn’t ring. So, I’m not sure why
that is.

Do you still work with AMM and
Amalgam, and how your approaches
differ with these bands?
I’m still working with AMM, after 27 years.
And, I don’t work with Amalgam any more,
for nearly ten years. Amalgam was a group
which consisted of a jazz saxophone player,
a rock & roll drummer (Liam Genockey),
myself, this kind of bizarre anti-jazz avant
garde/whatever guitar player, and various
bass players. Bass players were always a
problem with Amalgam. The last one that
I worked with in Amalgam was very much
a disco time bass player. For that group I
quite often used (for instance on the Wipe
Out album) Green Note Publications guitar
guides -- teach yourself improvising jazz
guitar or rock guitar, which I was interested
in because of their blatant use of the cliche.
That’s the thing I supposedly hated in music,
isn’t it, but these Green Note Publications
very proudly had these ten rock & roll
cliches which you could learn. And I just
used that as material. I quite often like to
use restrictions like that in playing. A typical
illustration would be (in the AMM) that all
sounds must come from string-like objects.
So obviously the strings are legitimate sound
sources but the challenge then would be:
how can I use the radio if I’m only supposed
to be using string sounds. For that I’d plug
the earpiece into the radio, and if you put
the earpiece near a live pickup then the live
pickup will induce the sound. Obviously
inside the earpiece is a long coil wrapped
around a small magnet, which I would

view as being a long string in the shape of
a circle. So that would become legitimate
usage, as far as I was concerned. I quite
like those kinds of limitations. But that’s
not the kind of thinking that would go into
Amalgam. I would use different pieces
of material; one of them would be these
guitar manuals. Other times I would use a
particular kind of guitar, where the scale
was very short, divided into into fifteen or
something like that, so there was no question
of actually playing a regular kind of scale
on it.

What other projects
are you working on?
When I was phoning Fred it was about while
I’m in France I’ve actually started a guitar
quartet -- something I’ve been interested
in doing for a long time. The quartet has
Fred Frith, Hans Reichel and Myself. At the
moment I’m just working through kinds of
ideas for the other player. The group will
play improvisations and graphic scores,
possibly Cardew’s Treatise, but also works
like Howard Skempton’s wonderful piece
which just has three words: waves, seagulls
and shingle. Shingles are little stones like
very large grains of sand, that make a
sucking sound as the tide comes in and out.
And we will just make those three sounds.
So hopefully, that will be of interest.
I’m working on an ongoing project, a
piece call Pollock, where I take tracings of
brushstrokes from Jackson Pollock paintings
for a particular instrument. So they’re
like flute-like drips and splurges and runs
and I trace those onto a grid and and that
constitutes the score for the performer. It
was played in London a few weeks ago by
Chris Burn Ensemble. So I’ve been working
on that and some pieces taken from AngloSaxon poetry which I’ve done in a tablature
type of notation.
Look for a continuation of the Keith Rowe
interview in the January edition of the Transbay
Calendar, in which Mr. Rowe answers the
question “Why did you move to France?”
For additional information about Keith Rowe
visit the European Free Improvisation pages on
the web at www.efi.group.shef.ac.uk
or take your chances in wikipedia.org
A functional, but strangely disappointing,
presence continues to be maintained at
myspace.com/keithrowemusic
photo by David Reid
watermarked imagery by Jackson Pollock, Number
32, 1950; 8 ft 10 in x 15 ft (269 x 457.5 cm); Enamel
on canvas; Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen,
Düsseldorf

about
this
thing
The Transbay Creative Music
Calendar is a volunteer-produced
free monthly journal for noncommercial creative new music
in the San Francisco Bay Area.
In addition to our comprehensive
listing of upcoming events, we
publish articles and reviews about
local music and the people who
create it. We talk about a wide
range of modern music, including:
experimental, improvised, noise,
electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art.
Each month, 1,000 copies of the
Transbay are mailed to individuals
and hand-delivered to over 45
performance venues and public
locations throughout the Bay Area.
Contact us for a free subscription!
Your kind donations help keep
the Transbay alive and growing.
Please send checks [payable to
“Transbay Music Calendar”] to:
Transbay Accounting
106 Fairmount
Oakland, CA 94610
Please visit our web site
or contact us directly:
mail@transbaycalendar.org
for more information about getting
your FREE subscription, submitting
content, listing an event, advertising,
viewing archives, or volunteering.
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Submission Deadline
for January issue is

December 10!
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for full information.
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Calendar Listing?
Use the online form at
transbaycalendar.org/submit.html

Funding Opportunity
Program Guide and Applications for the City of Oakland’s
FY2008-2009 Cultural Funding Program are now available at

oaklandculturalarts.org
Deadline for proposals is Friday, January 4, 2008

